TECHNICAL DATA

ELFOAir
ACCESSORIES
Functionalities

Internal suction
and supply grilles

Flat tube distribution
(from the distribution box
to outlet)

Accessories

DAIR50X

AIRJET 50/I supply diffuser - white frame and black inside

DAIR80X

AIRJET 80/I supply diffuser - white frame and black inside

GAIR50X

Intake grille + extractable filter AIRJET 50/A - white frame and black inside

GAIR80X

Intake grille + extractable filter AIRJET 80/A - white frame and black inside

PAIR50X

Suction/supply plenum with AIRJET 50 control damper - rear connection

PAIR80X

Suction/supply plenum with AIRJET 80 control damper - rear connection

GINOX

Suction/supply rectangular grill 350x130mm stainless

GIVEX

Suction/supply rectangular grill 350x130mm white

FREX

Filter for rectangular grilles 350x130mm (5pz.)

VIEX

Extraction/intake valve in ABS DN125 without air filter

FT125X

Filter for DN125 valve (5pz.)

GQIEX

Extraction/intake squared grill of DN125 joint with air filter

TFPNX

Flat flexible tube 132x52mm in a 20mt. coil without insulation

IT100X

Insulation in a 20mt. coil for flat flexible tube 132x52

COBPX

Connector to distribution box for flat tube

GIUPX

Seal and connecting joint for flat tube (10pz.)

CVP90X

Vertical 90-degree curve for flat tube

COP90X

Horizontal 90-degree curve for flat tube

CTP180X

Joint for 180-degree flat tube rotation

A90MPX

90-degree adaptor, single tube for DN125 valve

A90DPX

90-degree adaptor, double flat tube for DN125 valve

ADMPX

Straight adaptor, single flat tube for DN125 valve

A90GPX

90-degree adaptor, single flat tube for level grill

TACPX

Blind plug for flat tube (5pz.)

ANFPX

Fixing ring for flat tube (10pz.)

REPPX

Flow controller for flat tube

RTPTX

Round/flat tube connecting joint

The air distribution system for ELFOFresh2 and ELFOPack - Accessories

IT90X
CBT90X
Round tube distribution
(from the distribution box
to outlet)

Connector to distribution box for DN90 round tube
Connecting joint for DN90 round tube

CT90X

Printed curve of 90-degree angle for DN90 round tube
90-degree adaptor, double DN90 round tube for DN125 valve

TACTX

Blind plug for DN90 round tube (5pz.)

ANFTX

DN90 seal O-Ring (10pz.)

BD8CX

Distribution box of DN150-200 joint with 8 connections

BD14CX

Distribution box of DN200 joint with 14 connections

TFIS150X

DN150 soundproofing insulated flexible tube in a 10mt. coil

TFIS200X

DN200 soundproofing insulated flexible tube in a 10mt. coil

TFIS250X

DN250 soundproofing insulated flexible tube in a 10mt. coil

GR150X

Exhaust / return square wall grille with circular coupling DN150

GR200X

Exhaust / return square wall grig with circular coupling DN200

GR250X

Exhaust / return square wall grig with circular coupling DN250

GF150X

F/F DN150 Joint

GF200X

F/F DN200 Joint

GF250X

F/F DN250 Joint

R2015X

DN200-DN150 Reducer

R2520X

DN250-DN200 Reducer

DY200X

DN200-DN200-DN200 Y-branch

DY250X

DN250-DN200-DN200 Y-branch

GPRX
Air recirculation
(ELFOPack only)

Insulation in a 20mt. coil for DN90 round flexible tube

GIUTX

A90DTX

External distribution
(Ducts from the outside to
the unit and from the unit to
the distribution boxes)

DN90 round flexible tube (Int. diam. 78mm) in a 20m. coil without insulation

PRX
CPRX

Grill for recirculation air return plenum 325x175 mm white
Soundproofed plenum for air recirculation
Manifold for air recirculation plenum DN150-200

For technical details see technical bulletin
Data contained in this document are not binding and may be changed by the Manufacturer without notice.
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